
"Brick by Brick: Celebrating a Decade of LEGO
Magic at Raleigh's Annual LEGO Extravaganza"

"Join Us for a Creative Journey Through

Spectacular LEGO Displays and Artistry

from Across the Nation"

RALEIGH, NORTH CAROLINA, USA, June

10, 2024 /EINPresswire.com/ -- This

month, the Raleigh Convention Center

will transform into a vibrant hub of

creativity and engineering as it hosts

the much-anticipated 10th anniversary

of the annual BrickUniverse LEGO Fan

event. Scheduled for June 29-30th, this

landmark celebration promises to be a

dazzling showcase of talent, featuring

hundreds of LEGO enthusiasts and

professional artists from across the

country. 

A Decade of Building Memories 

Over the past ten years, BrickUniverse

has grown from a small gathering of LEGO fans to a major event attracting thousands of visitors.

It offers a unique platform for hobbyists and professional artists alike to display their intricate

LEGO creations, ranging from realistic architectural replicas to whimsical fantasy landscapes.

Angela Beights, the event organizer, emphasized the personal commitment behind the event,

This event is a testament to

our family's full dedication,

carefully crafted to bring joy

and inspiration to your

family.”

Angela Beights

stating, "This event is a testament to our family's full

dedication, carefully crafted to bring joy and inspiration to

your family."

What to Expect 

This year's event will include interactive building zones, live

build challenges, and special appearances by some of the

world's most renowned contemporary artists. Attendees

will have the chance to engage with the artists, participate

in contest, and get hands-on with thousands of LEGO bricks in designated build zones.

http://www.einpresswire.com


Special Features for the 10th Anniversary 

To mark a decade of success, the event will feature a special exhibit highlighting the evolution of

LEGO art over the years, including a retrospective of past events and a preview of future trends.

Special edition merchandise and collectibles will be available for purchase, providing fans with

exclusive mementos. Also, for the 10th anniversary celebration, attendees will have the unique

opportunity to participate in selecting "The People's Choice Award." The winning creation will not

only receive a $100 LEGO gift card, but also gain entry into an exclusive competition against all

2024 winners for a grand prize of a $500 LEGO gift card. Additionally, the winner will have the

chance to be featured as a BrickUniverse Featured Artist, showcasing their talent and creativity

to a wider audience.

Engagement Beyond Building 

Apart from the displays and activities, this event serves as a gathering point for a community

that spans generations. It's a place where young builders can find inspiration and seasoned

artists can share their passion and techniques with others. 

**Tickets and Participation**  

Tickets are available now and can be purchased through the event website at

www.BrickUniverseUSA.com. Early booking is recommended due to the high demand anticipated

for this special anniversary event.

**About BrickUniverse**  

Since its inception, BrickUniverse has dedicated itself to fostering creativity and community

through the love of LEGO bricks. Celebrating a decade of gatherings, the annual Raleigh event

highlights the boundless creativity of builders nationwide and continues to inspire attendees of

all ages.

**Join us as we build memories for another decade!**
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Beth Wilcox

PR BrickUniverse
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